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1. Introduction

Moiré superlattices in 2D van der Waals 
(vdW) heterostructures, which consist 
of layers with a small twist angle, have 
provided a flexible and versatile platform 
for observing correlated electron phe-
nomena.[1] Recently, twisted bilayer gra-
phene (tBG) at the so-called magic angle 
(≈1.1°) has been reported to exhibit a 
variety of novel physical properties from 
superconductivity,[2] ferromagnetism,[3,4] 
isospin Pomeranchuk effect[5] to flexo-
electricity.[6] Similar correlated states with 
a number of emergent properties also 
hold in twisted double bilayer graphene 
(tDBG).[7–9] Of particular interest here 
is flexoelectric polarization arising from 
a strain gradient, which is a universal 
property exhibited by materials of all 
symmetries,[10–13] though it only becomes 
prominent at the nanoscale. The unam-
biguous confirmation of the flexoelectric 

Moiré superlattices of 2D materials with a small twist angle are thought to 
exhibit appreciable flexoelectric effect, though unambiguous confirmation 
of their flexoelectricity is challenging due to artifacts associated with com-
monly used piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM). For example, unexpect-
edly small phase contrast (≈8°) between opposite flexoelectric polarizations 
is reported in twisted bilayer graphene (tBG), though theoretically predicted 
value is 180°. Here a methodology is developed to extract intrinsic moiré 
flexoelectricity using twisted double bilayer graphene (tDBG) as a model 
system, probed by lateral PFM. For small twist angle samples, it is found that 
a vectorial decomposition is essential to recover the small intrinsic flexoelec-
tric response at domain walls from a large background signal. The obtained 
threefold symmetry of commensurate domains with significant flexoelectric 
response at domain walls is fully consistent with the theoretical calculations. 
Incommensurate domains in tDBG with relatively large twist angles can 
also be observed by this technique. A general strategy is provided here for 
unraveling intrinsic flexoelectricity in van der Waals moiré superlattices while 
providing insights into engineered symmetry breaking in centrosymmetric 
materials.
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effect, however, is challenging, since piezoresponse force 
microscopy (PFM) most conveniently used for its characteriza-
tion is prone to artifacts[14,15] and often yield inconclusive data, 
for example, due to subtract effect,[16] electrostatic interaction or 
electrochemical strain.[17] Indeed, only small lateral PFM phase 
contrast is observed in tBG,[6] while 180° is expected, and a 
complete theoretical understanding of the flexoelectric effect in 
moiré superlattices is still lacking. In this regard, the demon-
stration of moiré superlattice induced flexoelectricity would be 
a powerful addition to traditional piezoelectricity, serving as a 
beacon for symmetry-breaking engineering of centrosymmetric 
materials.[10,18–20]

Here, we calculate potential energy surfaces (PESs) for two 
sheets of Bernal-stacked (AB) bilayer graphene. We optimize 
the corresponding tDBG moiré superlattice with twist angle 
of 6.01° using density functional theory (DFT), revealing its 
threefold symmetry reduced from unoptimized sixfold one 
due to the incompatibility of different domains. These atom-
istic calculations are then complemented by large scale finite 
element analysis (FEA) to account for the effect of lattice mis-
match, demonstrating threefold symmetric in-plane flexoelec-
tric polarization across domain walls of tDBG.[21] To confirm 
this prediction, we fabricate tDBG samples with twist angles 
of 0.1°–0.5° and measure their in-plane electromechanical 
responses using lateral piezoelectric force microscopy (LPFM). 
We then develop a vectorial analysis to decouple the intrinsic 
flexoelectric response from background noise,[22] recovering 
the expected threefold symmetry of commensurate domains, 
fully consistent with theoretical expectation. Incommensurate 
domains in tDBG with larger twist angles can also be observed 
by this technique.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Theoretical Predictions

We consider two Bernal-stacked (AB) graphene bilayers stacked 
together and three different stacking orders may exist as shown 
in Figure  1a), including ABAB, ABBC, and ABCA. These 
domains all belong to P3m1 space group, and hence are center 
symmetric, possessing no spontaneous polarization. Further-
more, electronic structure calculations suggest that both ABAB 
and ABCA domains possess no band gap, as seen in Figure S1a 
(Supporting Information), in good agreement with a previous 
report.[23] When a crystal is subjected to a periodic potential of 
another crystal, it can adjust itself to follow the periodicity of 
the potential under certain conditions, resulting in a commen-
surate state and the corresponding commensurate domains.[24] 
Here, two graphene bilayers are twisted with respect to each 
other by a small in-plane angle θ, and three types of domains 
emerge in tDBG as shown in Figure  1b), providing an ideal 
platform to study multifarious stacking orders simultaneously. 
Because ABBC is the most energetically disfavored stacking 
order,[6,25] ABAB and ABCA expand at the expense of ABBC, 
forming two large commensurate domains separated by “saddle 
point” stacking (A-SP-B) interfaces. Such commensurate moiré 
superlattices dominate in tDBG with small twist angle, and its 
wavelength can be characterized by L  = (a/2)  csc(θ/2), where 

a is the lattice constant of graphene.[26] To better understand 
this moiré structure, the PES searching[27] between two AB 
graphene bilayers is calculated, revealing sixfold symmetry as 
seen in Figure 1c). The energetic difference between ABAB and 
ABCA is negligible, while the line profile indicates an energy 
barrier between these two domains, corresponding to higher 
energy at domain walls. Because of the competition between 
ABAB and ABCA domains (ABAB stacking is more energeti-
cally favorable), this sixfold symmetry cannot survive at tiny 
twist angles.[28–31] By optimizing a four-layer tDBG moiré super-
lattice with a 6.01° twist angle as shown in Figure S1b (Sup-
porting Information), average out-of-plane displacement (uz) 
field in the reconstructed tDBG moiré superlattice is found to 
be threefold symmetric (Figure  1d)). More details and out-
of-plane displacement (uz) fields for every layer can be found 
in Figure S1c (Supporting Information). Notice that the twist 
angle used in our DFT calculation is larger than experimental 
value to reduce the computational cost, as the purpose of our 
DFT calculation is to demonstrate the incompatibility induced 
by reconstruction, regardless of twist angles. This reconstruc-
tion can be understood as the consequence of competition 
between ABAB and ABCA stacking orders resulting in expan-
sion of ABAB domains, and similar results have been reported 
in previous studies, showing a convex domain for ABAB and a 
concave domain for ABCA.[29,30] Furthermore, the lattice mis-
match is expected between ABAB and ABCA domains and 
concentrated across domain walls, leading to inhomogeneous 
strain distribution. The question arises what the implication of 
such inhomogeneous strains is.

Since full scale DFT calculations for such moiré superla-
ttices are quite expensive, we turn to coarse-grained con-
tinuum analysis, wherein the lattice mismatch between ABAB 
and ABCA can be represented by an inelastic eigenstrain,[29,32] 
making it possible to study the system at much larger scale. 
From the tDBG moiré superlattices shown in Figure  1b), a 
2D rhombic unit cell representing commensurate ABAB and 
ABCA domains is adopted as shown in Figure 2a), with ABAB 
domain imposed with an eigenstrain of ε*ij to reflect its lat-
tice mismatch with respect to the other. The stress (σij) and 
strain (εij) distributions that resulting from such eigenstrain 
are governed by the constitutive equation σij = cijkl∙(εkl – ε*kl), 
wherein cijkl is the stiffness tensor, and they can be computed 
by FEA with periodic boundary conditions, as shown in 
Figure 2b) and detailed in the Experimental Section. Note that 
we adopt plane-stress condition here in our analysis, which 
is appropriate for 2D systems while capable of accounting for 
out-of-plane displacement calculated by DFT. Substantial vari-
ations in 2D strain components are observed across domain 
walls, giving four independent strain gradients as presented 
in Figure  2c), which are clearly concentrated on domain 
walls. Additional components of strain and strain gradient 
can be found in Figures S2 and S3 (Supporting Information), 
respectively.

The strain gradients at domain walls then lead to flexoelec-
tric polarization,[10,33] even though ABAB and ABCA domains 
(P3m1) themselves possess no spontaneous polarization. 
While graphene is conductive, the electric conductivity and 
polarization does not necessarily exclude each other, as origi-
nally proposed by Anderson and Blount under the concept of 
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polar metal[34] and recently demonstrated experimentally by 
Shi et al.[35] and Fei et al.[36] Such flexoelectric polarization (Pl) 
can be evaluated from strain gradients (εij,k) as: Pl  = fijklεij,k, 
where fijkl is the flexoelectric coefficient. Adopting flexoelectric 
constitutive equations for point groups (3,3 ),[37,38] the in-plane 
polarizations Px and Py in tDBG are calculated as shown in 
Figure  2d), with their vectorial sum presented in Figure  2e), 
revealing 0°-, 120°,- and 240°-domain walls consistent with the 
threefold symmetric displacement field observed in DFT cal-
culations. More details about FEA can be found in the Experi-
mental Section. Note that ABAB domains are surrounded by 
counter-clockwise polarizations along the domain walls, while 
the ABCA domains are encircled by domain walls with clock-
wise polarizations. Such in-plane polarizations in turn induce 
electromechanical response[39,40] that can be measured by 
LPFM.

2.2. Experimental Characterization

2.2.1. Mapping Moiré Superlattices

To verify the theoretical analysis, tDBG samples are fabri-
cated via a standard “tear and stack” technique with near zero 
twist angle using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp with 
polycarbonate (PC) film on the top.[41,42] The optical image of 
a stacked tDBG sample is presented in Figure  3a). The inset 
shows the bilayer graphene before transferring, ensuring the 
same lattice orientation before twisting. Details about the fabri-
cation can be found in the Experimental Section and Figure S4 
(Supporting Information). LPFM is then employed to measure 
the in-plane electromechanical response of the tDBG at the 
nanoscale, as schematically shown in Figure  3b). The applied 
voltage at the probe produces a vertical electric field under the 
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Figure 1. Atomic stacking and density functional theory calculation of twisted double bilayer graphene. a) Side and top views of three atomic stacking 
domains (ABAB, ABBC, and ABAB) in a tDBG moiré superlattice. b) Schematic of tDBG moiré superlattice and relative locations of three domains. 
By rotating two bilayer graphene with a small angle θ, a moiré superlattice is formed that is characterized by its wavelength L = (a/2)  csc(θ/2), which 
is related to the lattice constant of graphene, a. c) PES between two Bernal-stacked (AB) graphene bilayers. The ABAB, A-SP-B, and ABCA regions are 
marked with pink, blue and orange arrows, respectively. The energy is normalized by the area of the unit cell. The profile of energy marked using the red 
line is presented and the corresponding domains are given. Scale bar, 1 Å. d) Average out-of-plane displacement field (u z) of the reconstructed tDBG 
moiré superlattice. The ABAB, ABBC, and ABCA regions are marked with pink, black and orange arrows, respectively. Scale bar, 2 nm.
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tip, which excites in-plane shear deformation of the material 
when there are in-plane polarizations.[40,43] Note that our tDBG 
sample is only around 1.4 nm thick, which is below the typical 
screening length scale,[36] and thus it can be sufficiently pen-
etrated by vertical electric field for PFM measurement despite 
good in-plane conductivity of the graphene. Importantly, in-
plane piezoresponse only occurs when the polarization is 
perpendicular to the cantilever axis, so opposite polarizations 
induce piezoresponse with 180° phase contrast, as schemati-
cally shown in Figure 3c).

Maps of experimentally measured LPFM phase and ampli-
tude in Figure  3d,e) reveal the anticipated moiré pattern of 
tDBG with an estimated twist angle (θ) of ≈0.035° from the 
moiré superlattice length L of approximately 400  nm. It is 
observed that domain walls exhibit significant variations in con-
trast depending on their orientations, whereas there is negli-
gible contrast difference among domains. Vertical contrast in 
the maps is induced by a constant shift among every scan line, 
which can be eliminated by flattening, as shown in Figure S5 

(Supporting Information). LPFM scans over a larger area in 
Figure S6 (Supporting Information) exhibit similar moiré pat-
terns. The shapes of domains are also informative, with ABAB 
domains convex and ABCA domains concave, consistent with 
both previous works[29,30] and our FEA simulation.

However, there are two unexpected observations in the 
phase and amplitude line profiles along the blue and red lines 
marked in Figure 3d,e). First, there is a phase contrast of just 
4°, rather than expected 180° between opposite polarizations. 
Second, there is a nonzero amplitude inside center symmetric 
ABAB and ABCA domains. The measured amplitudes are 
around 465 pm inside the domains and the differences between 
domains and domain walls are only about 15 pm, as shown in 
Figure 3f), suggesting that LPFM amplitudes are dominated by 
the signal inside domains. Similar phenomena have also been 
observed previously,[6] and the question is how we can reconcile 
the inconsistency between theoretical expectations and experi-
mental observations. Furthermore, there exist out-of-plane elec-
tromechanical responses as probed by vertical PFM (VPFM), 
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Figure 2. Continuum mechanics simulation of twisted double bilayer graphene. a) FEA modeling of tDBG unit cell. Based on the atomic structure of 
tDBG, the ABAB and ABCA are dominant inside a commensurate moiré superlattice; therefore, a rhombic unit cell with periodic boundary conditions 
is employed to simulate the relaxed tDBG moiré superlattice, where the ABAB domain has a homogeneous eigenstrain of ε*

ij. b) Three independent 
strain (εxx, εxy, and εyy) fields from FEA simulation. c) Distributions of four independent strain gradient components (εxx,x, εxx,y, εyy,x, and εyy,y), which 
are found to concentrate at domain walls. d) In-plane flexoelectric polarization along x- (Px) and y-axis (Py). Three types of interfaces emerge, termed 
as 0°-, 120°-, and 240°-domain walls (DWs in figure). e) Total in-plane flexoelectric polarization (Pxy) from vector summation. ABAB is surrounded by 
counter clockwise polarizations, while ABCA is encircled by clockwise polarizations. Color denotes the direction of polarization. Three arrows in the 
insert denote three polarization directions (0°, 120°, and 240°).
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though they are much weaker than in-plane ones as compared 
in Figure S7 (Supporting Information). They could arise from 
in-plane response via Poisson’s effect[44] or due to formation of 
CO polar bonds with underlying SiO₂ substrate.[16]

2.2.2. Decoupling Intrinsic Flexoelectric Response

PFM signals are quite complex, arising from the interplay 
between piezoelectricity, electrostatic interaction, electro-
chemical strain and even Joule heating.[17] These mechanisms 
may contribute as a background PFM signal on top of a rela-
tively small flexoelectric response.[21] To extract the intrinsic 
flexoelectric contribution via vectorial analysis,[22] we examine 
three domain walls surrounding an ABCA domain as shown 
in Figure  4a). LPFM captures the lateral signal of the canti-
lever, and thus can only reflect polarization components that 
are perpendicular to the cantilever. As a result, for the head to 
tail clock-wise polarizations around an ABCA domain with a 
small tilt angle α between 0°-domain wall and cantilever, the 
magnitudes of polarizations at three domain walls captured by 
LPFM are P∙sin(α), P∙sin(α+120°), and P∙sin(α+240°), respec-
tively, while the phase contrast is either 0° or 180°. However, 

when there is a large constant background imposed on top of 
the flexoelectric signal, then vectorial summation as shown in 
Figure 4b) results in total LPFM response having only small dif-
ferences in amplitude and phase at these domain walls, which 
is what we have observed experimentally in Figures 3d,e).

With the above understanding we can now remove the back-
ground signal from the LPFM data, recovering the LPFM phase 
and amplitude of tDBG shown in Figures 4c,d) corresponding 
to the flexoelectric polarizations only. The decoupling process 
is explained in Figure S9 (Supporting Information). Here Py is 
measured by the horizontal cantilever as shown in Figure 4a). 
Both decoupled phase and amplitude maps agree well with the-
oretically predicted Py in Figure 2d), wherein the 0°-domain wall 
is invisible and the other two exhibit almost 180° phase contrast 
and similar amplitudes, as evident from the line profiles in 
Figure  4e). By summing the decoupled amplitudes at domain 
walls inside the white square of Figure 4d) (also see the insert 
in Figure  4f)), the mean and variance of 0°- (green arrows), 
120°- (red arrows), and 240°-domain walls (blue arrows), shown 
in Figure 4f), are fully consistent with the expected sinusoidal 
variation. These data thus confirm that after removing a large 
background signal via vectorial analysis, we have recovered the 
intrinsic flexoelectric response at domain walls of tDBG.

Adv. Mater. 2021, 33, 2105879

Figure 3. Lateral piezoelectric force microscopy mapping in twisted double bilayer graphene. a) Optical microscope image of tDBG. The light green 
color in the image represents h-BN, which is at the bottom to support the tDBG; the two pieces of bilayer graphene are on the top. In order to expose 
the tDBG surface, the sample is flipped over after transfer. The insert shares the optical image of pre-cut bilayer graphene before transfer. Scale bars, 
10 µm. b) Schematic of LPFM setup and stacking order of sample. c) Principle of LPFM. d,e) Phase and amplitude maps of LPFM. The direction of 
cantilever is parallel to the horizontal. Scale bars, 400 nm. f) Profiles of phase and amplitude for the marked blue and red lines in (d) and (e), respec-
tively. The phase shows only small variation and the amplitude also exhibits only slight change from 450 to 490 pm across the domain walls.
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2.2.3. Flexoelectric Polarizations and In-/Commensurate Domains

To capture all in-plane polarization components, PFM measure-
ments at two different angles (0 and 90 degrees) between the 
cantilever and sample are necessary. The intrinsic flexoelectric 
response can then be extracted via the vectorial analysis, as dis-
cussed above. To this end, Figure 5a) gives the resolved polari-
zation components around ABAB and ABCA domains in the 
x axis direction (Px), with that of 120°- (red dotted arrows) and 
240°-domain walls (blue dotted arrows) being negative, while 
that of 0°-domain walls (green dotted arrows) being positive. 
The decoupled LPFM phase and amplitude are then shown in 
Figure 5b), reconstructed from raw experimental data in Figure 
S10 (Supporting Information). As expected, 0°-domain walls 
(paralleling green arrows) has near 90° phase, while 120°- (par-
alleling red arrows) and 240°-domain walls (paralleling blue 
arrows) have -90° phase. The largest amplitude is also seen for 
0°-domain walls. Rotating the cantilever by ≈90°, Py is meas-
ured as shown in Figure  5c). The corresponding decoupled 
LPFM maps are shown in Figure 5d), matching well with the 

predicted results. Here, 0°- (paralleling green arrows) and 120°-
domain walls (paralleling red arrows) exhibit positive polari-
zation while 240°-domain walls (paralleling blue arrows) have 
negative polarization, as revealed by the corresponding phase 
contrast. One point worth noting is that it is difficult to deter-
mine the absolute direction of in-plane polarization via LPFM, 
yet we can get the guidance on the polarization direction from 
our FEA simulation.

For tDBG with a small twist angle, its moiré superlattices 
can adjust themselves into a commensurate state, forming 
large commensurate ABAB and ABCA domains separated by 
A-SP-B domain walls. When the twist angle increases above 
a critical value, the moiré superlattices of tDBG hold without 
forming large commensurate domains, leading to incom-
mensurate state[24] and the corresponding incommensurate 
domains. It turns out that both commensurate and incom-
mensurate domains of tDBG can be captured by LPFM, as pre-
sented in Figure 6. For commensurate domains in Figure 6a,b), 
the amplitude map shows clearly three well-developed domain 
walls and the corresponding phase contrast is close to 180°, 
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Figure 4. Extraction of lateral piezoelectric force microscopy vector. a) Decomposition of moiré superlattice induced in-plane polarizations surrounding 
ABCA domain in a single LPFM scan. LPFM can only capture the in-plane polarization components which are perpendicular to the cantilever. For the 
head-to-end equilateral triangle (solid green, red, and blue arrows) polarization vectors, the captured components in a single scan are denoted by dotted 
arrows. b) Principle of decoupling LPFM signal from the large background. By subtracting a constant background vector, the pure moiré superlattice 
induced LPFM vector (amplitude and phase) is determined. c,d) Intrinsic moiré superlattice induced LPFM phase and amplitude. The direction of 
cantilever is illustrated in (a). Scale bars, 400 nm. e) Profiles of phase and amplitude for marked blue and red lines in (c) and (d), wherein domain 
walls show almost 0° and 180° phase contrast. f) Relation between decoupled LPFM amplitude and in-plane polarization angle (α). Mean and variance 
value of decoupled amplitudes for 0°- (green), 120°- (red), and 240°-domain walls (blue) marked in white rectangle of (d) (also see the insert) follow 
a sinusoidal relation, which matches theoretical predication well.
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suggesting opposite polarization directions. The length of the 
moiré pattern ranges from 100 to 200  nm, corresponding to 
0.14° to 0.07° twist angles. When the twist angle increases to 
≈0.35°, the moiré pattern length drops to 40  nm, resulting in 
incommensurate domains as seen in Figure 6c,d). Here domain 
walls are under-developed and the lattice mismatch, as well as 
flexoelectricity, are concentrated in ABBC stacking regions with 
comparable size to ABAB and ABCA domains. This finding is 
consistent with previous results[31] as well as our DFT results in 
Figure 1c).

3. Conclusions

While moiré superlattices such as tBG and tDBG are thought 
to exhibit appreciable flexoelectric effect, only unexpectedly 
small phase contrast was observed in tBG via LPFM so far, 
demanding a more complete theoretical understanding of this 
emergent phenomena. To identify flexoelectricity in moiré 
superlattices, we have evaluated the strain gradient and the cor-
responding flexoelectric polarization using coarse-grain DFT 
calculations and FEA simulation. We found that the in-plane 
polarization is threefold symmetric at domain walls, counter-
clockwise around ABAB and clockwise around ABCA. These 
predictions have been confirmed experimentally by LPFM, 

wherein the intrinsic flexoelectric response can be isolated 
from background by vectorial analysis, yielding distributions 
of LPFM phase and amplitude at domain walls that are fully 
consistent with our theoretical predications. Our work provides 
a general methodology for studying flexoelectricity in tDBG 
and beyond while providing new insights into symmetry engi-
neered breaking of centrosymmetric materials.

4. Experimental Section
Density Functional Theory: First-principles calculations using 

DFT implemented in the Vienna Ab-Initial Package (VASP) were 
performed.[45,46] The electron and core interactions were included using 
the frozen-core projected augmented wave (PAW) approach,[47,48] and the 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) formulated by Perdew, Burke, 
and Ernzerhof (PBE) was adopted.[49] The van der Walls correction was 
accounted with the Grimme DFT-D3 functional.[50] All related structures 
were optimized by the recommended conjugate-gradient algorithm until 
the maximum atomic force component acting on each atom is less than 
0.01 eV Å−1. To calculate the band structure of ABAB or ABCA stacking 
graphene, the primitive cell with periodic length of 2.47 Å was modeled 
and the vacuum distance larger than 15 Å was used to avoid the 
interference of adjacent images along the z direction. Using the same 
primitive cell, the potential energy was searched using a step size of 0.02 
Å in the x and y directions of all the atomic coordinates, while the z axis 
was fixed. Finally, a tDBG supercell with a twist angle of 6.01° (moiré 
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Figure 5. Distribution of flexoelectric polarization in twisted double bilayer graphene. a) Orthogonal decomposition of predicated in-plane polarizations 
along x-axis around the ABAB and ABCA domains, wherein polarization components of 120°- (red) and 240°-domain walls (blue) are negative, while 
that of 0°-domain wall is positive. b) Decoupled LPFM phase and amplitude of tDBG in x-direction that match well with predictions shown in (a). The 
direction of cantilever is illustrated in (a). Scale bar, 100 nm. c) Orthogonal decomposition of predicted in-plane polarization along y-axis around ABAB 
and ABCA domains, wherein the polarization components of 0°- (green) and 120°-domain wall (red) are positive, while that of 240°-domain wall (blue) 
is negative. d) Decoupled LPFM amplitude and phase of tDBG in y-direction that match well with predictions shown in (c). The direction of cantilever 
is illustrated in (c). Scale bar, 100 nm.
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superlattice length is 23.56 Å) was constructed to simulate the lattice 
optimization, as shown in Figure S1b (Supporting Information), which 
comprised of 728 carbon atoms.

Finite Element Analysis: COMSOL Multiphysics software was chosen 
to simulate this problem because of its parametric modeling and 
convenient definition of initial strain. The commensurate ABAB and 
ABCA domains were setup in COMSOL to simulate the relaxation of 
two domains. Because only the eigenstrain difference between ABAB 
and ABCA domains could affect the deformation of domains, the 
eigenstrain in ABCA domain was set to zero and the eigenstrain of 
ABAB domain was set to 0.5 to magnify their difference. After calculating 
their displacement fields, their strain and strain gradient fields were 
deduced from displacement fields of ABAB and ABCA domains, as 
shown in Figures S2 and S3 (Supporting Information). Furthermore, 
the polarizations were calculated based on the flexoelectric constitutive 
equations shown above. For point groups (3, 3), the flexoelectric 
coefficient (fijkl) has the following form

( )

( ) ( )

1111 1112 1111 1122 2111 1121 1122

2111 1111 1122 1112 1111 1111 1122 1121

f
f f f f f f f

f f f f f f f f
ijkl =

− −

− − − −













 (1)

And the value is set as

0 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 0
f ijkl = − −









  (2)

in our computation. The responsible strain gradient for the observed 
response are εxx,x, εxx,y, εyy,x, and εyy,y. Substituting flexoelectric coefficient 
(fijkl) and strain gradients (εij,k) into flexoelectric constitutive equations, 
the flexoelectric polarizations are determined.

Sample Fabrication: In this study, fabrication of tDBG samples 
followed a standard “tear and stack” technique, with first cutting the 
bilayer graphene by an atomic force microscope tip to relieve its strain 
during assembly. A PC film on top of PDMS stamp was used to pick 
up h-BN, then half of bilayer graphene, followed by the second half of 
graphene with a desired twist angle. To access the surface of tDBG, 
the PC film was released from stamp by the thermal release tape, and 
then flipped over and placed on a Si/SiO2 chip, as shown in Figure S4 
(Supporting Information).

Piezoelectric Force Microscopy: LPFM experiments (Figure  3 and 
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information) were performed on a 
Bruker Dimension Icon in ambient using SCM-PIT-V2 probe with 
spring constant ≈3 N m−1, free resonance frequency ≈60  kHz and 
LPFM resonance frequency ≈720 kHz. By tuning the single excitation 
frequency, the lateral piezoelectric signals of tDBG could be stably 
captured by the single frequency technique without significant shift 

Figure 6. Commensurate and incommensurate domains in twisted double bilayer graphene. a,b) Commensurate domains with well-developed domain 
walls, wherein twist angle of ≈0.1° is estimated. The direction of cantilever is parallel to the horizontal. Scale bars, 100 nm. c,d) Incommensurate 
domains with under-developed domain walls, wherein a twist angle of ≈0.35° is estimated. The direction of cantilever is parallel to the horizontal. 
Scale bars, 50 nm.
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because of the atomic flat surface of tDBG. Other LPFM experiments 
were conducted on an Oxford Instruments Asylum Research MFP-3D 
Infinity atomic force microscope. ASYELEC-01 Ti/Ir coated silicon 
probes with a spring constant ≈3 N m−1 and free resonance frequency 
≈75 kHz were used to carry out single frequency measurement. Using 
the coordinate system as shown in Figure 2, all cantilevers in LPFM 
measurement were parallel to x axis except results in Figure  5b) 
and its related raw results as shown in Figure S10a–c (Supporting 
Information) which was parallel to y axis. VPFM experiments were 
also conducted on an Oxford Instruments Asylum Research MFP-3D 
Infinity atomic force microscope. ASYELEC-01 Ti/Ir coated silicon 
probes with a spring constant ≈3 N m−1 and free resonance frequency 
≈75  kHz were used to carry out single frequency measurement at 
contact resonance. Dual AC resonance tracking (DART) was also 
used to remap the moiré superlattice of Figure S7 (Supporting 
Information), and the results were similar with insignificant 
resonance variation, as demonstrated in Figure S8 (Supporting 
Information).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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